
TrafficMaster.Action
Use this action to force visitors to enter your Website or Website 
Section through a front door page.

Description:
Drop the TrafficMaster Action and TrafficMasterVerify Actions into the GoLive Modules > JScripts > 
Actions folder.

TrafficMaster is a two Action suite that is used to stop visitors from entering certain pages in your website without 
going through an Entrance Page first. The idea is to stop visitors from accessing interior pages directly from a 
search engine or a bookmark.

TrafficMaster is typically used on the entrance page and writes a Visit Cookie to the visitor’s browser.

TrafficMasterVerify is used on the protected pages. It checks if there is a Visit Cookie, and re-directs the visi-
tor to the entrance page if one isn’t 
found.

Setting up TrafficMaster:
1 - Drag a Head Action to the head 
section of your Entrance page (Figure 

1). This is the page that you want visi-
tors to see first on your website or 
website section.

2 - Select the TrafficMaster Action as 
an OnLoad Event.

3 - Enter a unique name for the 
Cookie (Figure 2). The default is 
TrafficMaster but can be any name 
you want. If that Cookie already 
exists in the user’s browser, it will be 
overwritten.

NOTE:
If you want to use several 
TrafficMaster Actions on your website that are 
redirecting to different entry pages, use a differ-
ent name for each Cookie.

4 - Select the Cookie life mode then enter the 
number of Day or Hours or Minutes. Entering 
zero will limit the Cookie’s life to “this session 
only”.

CAUTION:
Browsers only delete Cookies that have expired 
when the browser starts up, and NOT during the 
browser session.
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5 - Check the Secure box if you want to secure the 
Cookie (Figure 3). If you omit the Secure parameter 
when saving a Cookie, you imply that the Cookie 
Value is accessible to any document or CGI pro-
gram from your site that meets the other domain 
and path matching properties. You should omit 
this parameter when saving client side cookies.

6 - Enter an optional path. The best choice for cli-
ent side Cookies is to leave the (default) Forward 
Slash, which sets the path to the current direc-
tory for the Cookie. You can create a duplicate 
copy of a Cookie by entering a different path (and 
domain) so the same data is available to a docu-
ment located in another area of your site.

7 - Enter an optional domain name. You can usually omit the domain name parameter, unless you expect the 
document to be replicated in another server within your domain. The browser will automatically supply the 
domain of the current document. 

If you do supply a name, it must have 2 periods - eg: .wblady.com, www.wblady.com.

Setting up TrafficMasterVerify:
1 - Drag a Head Action to the head 
section of each page that you want to 
protect from direct access (Figure 4). These 
are the pages that you don’t want visitors 
to see without first seeing your Entrance 
page.

2 - Select the TrafficMaster Action as an 
OnParse Event.

3 - Enter the Cookie name (Figure 5). The default is TrafficMaster 
but any name will do.

4 - Enter the URL of the Entrance page. This is the page 
that you want visitors to enter through before they see this 
website page. Visitors will be redirected to this page if a valid 
TrafficMaster Cookie isn’t found in their browser. 
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“Don’t allow entry if visitor has disabled Browser Cookies.”

What happens if a visitor has turned OFF their browser cookies? In most cases you would simply allow them to 
remain on the page instead of constantly redirecting them to your entrance page. But, you might have a page 
somewhere on your site that needs to use cookies. In this case you could turn on this option.

5 - Checking this box will NOT allow visitors to remain on the page if they have disabled cookies in their brows-
er. They will also see a warning message to turn ON their cookies if they want to view the page.

If the Check Box is UNchecked, visitors with cookies turned OFF will see the page.

That’s all there is to the set up.

Search engine spiders can index many pages on your website that will show up in a search. Sometimes you 
might find it desirable to prevent visitors from accessing certain pages directly, before they have seen an intro-
ductory page. In cases like this you could use TrafficMaster to redirect visitors to your entry pages.

Using this Action can help you organize traffic flow and deliver more complete information by redirecting visitors 
who pop into the middle of your site.

Contact information:

Walter Blady
www.actionscafe.com
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